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Compiled by Anthony Postman
Step into our art gallery for a look at some roots and culture. We ask you: What 

is often the first part of an album that we experience? The artwork! And some of 
us are still experiencing it, with our favorite album and CD covers pinned to our 
walls. Just as Mr.Music expresses “Word-Sound-Power,” so too can Mr.ViZion 
express “Line-ViZion-Power.”

From album art to concert stage backdrops, from street art to commissioned 
pieces, we hope you enjoy this look into these artists’ studios.

RAs TeRms
“Images create our reality and are embedded into our subconscious.” Ras 

Terms is just that type of artist who recognizes this fully. He is a highly respected 
artist with cultural spiritual street-wise art work that can be found from the most 
prestigious of museums like the Smithsonian, to the streets of Oakland, CA, 
all the way across the earth to sacred Rastafari tabernacles in Ethiopia. He 
has kept firm to his belief that his art must have African origins and must be 
culturally and spiritually awakening, “Because images create our reality and 
people are always watching from the elder to the young.”

 “I really feel alive when I’m creating letter forms, when I’m creating 
shapes. Colors, faces, arrows, dots, everything -- all conscious art – almost 
feels like the ancestors are working through my hands. Seriously, it’s a true 
freedom. Keeps me sane. Helps me know who I am and what is working 
through me. I can’t hide it. It gives me a discipline. It is life. To be able to 
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Dread Prophecy by Ras Terms

street Angel by Ras Terms

put the work into the walks of people’s lives, gives me a sense of purpose 
in a world where purpose is seldom found. If it wasn’t for the forces of 
creativity…”

www.myspace.com/rasterms, www.flickr.com/people/rasterms

Rasta ViZions:

Qidimawi Haile selassie First by Ras Terms
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Winds of Change by Lawrence M. Hansen

monterey Bay Reggaefest Banner by Lawrence M. Hansen

Lion Camp Banner by Lawrence M. Hansen
Religions Chillin’ by Chris Dyer

Art Gallery

CHRis DyeR
Chris Dyer grew up surfing and skateboarding in Lima, Peru. 

At 17, Chris moved to Canada for art college. He’s now based in 
Montreal, where he continues his artistic journey. 

Chris is responsible for much of Creation Skateboards’ 
(CA) graphics and has done work for skate brands: Satori 
Movement, Think, Skull Skates, Equilibrium (Peru), Freak 
(Belgium), Drop Dead (Brazil), Westside (FL). He also has his 

LAWRenCe m. HAnsen
Born and raised in northern Minnesota, Lawrence M. Hansen was 

encouraged by his parents to express himself through drawing and painting. 
For 30+ years “Mystic Lion” has traveled to many different countries in search 
of experiences to incorporate into his art. Lion’s medium of choice is airbrush 
on fabric, especially large banners. His subjects include landscapes, portraits, 
wildlife, earth images, mandalas and more. Most of Lawrence’s work is in 
reggae and includes a large body of work of posters, CD covers and stage art 
for many bands and festivals. The Mystic Lion is happiest at his home alongside 
his wife, Kym, and two border collies.

www.mysticlion.com
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own hemp clothing line called Positive 
Creations, based in Montreal. 

Dyer has exhibited his work in lands 
as far a field as Peru, Mexico, Seattle, 
British Columbia, Belgium, Toronto, 
Quebec City and Montreal. Japan, 
Brazil and Costa Rica are currently on 
the horizon.

Chris has also journeyed 
extensively throughout Thailand, Laos, 
Cambodia, Malaysia, Indonesia, East 
Timor, Guatemala, the continental 
U.S., Hawaii, Burma, Belize, Egypt 
and Europe... All these experiences 
add to the cultural richness and 
Oneness Message of Chris’ work.

Visit www.positivecreations.ca, 
and www.positivecreationsclothing.com. Check out Chris’ book at www.
sunlight-chronicles.com. Link at www.myspace.com/positivecreations. 

CHuCk sPeRRy
Chuck Sperry lives in San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury, where he’s made his 

particular style of rock poster designs for more than 15 years. Chuck and partner, 
Ron Donovan, operate Firehouse Kustom Rockart Company, a silkscreen print studio. 
Chuck’s clients comprise a who’s-who list of the music world -- from Clapton and 
Chet Helms, to Jello Biafra and the Beastie Boys. His images have been included 
in numerous books and publications. Sperry loves to travel, tours Europe annually 

Rasta ViZions

Holy man by Chris Dyer

king and Queen by Chris Dyer
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holding poster shows and workshops 
from Bristol to Belgrade. His tutelage 
has inspired a new generation of 
rock poster and silkscreen artists 
worldwide.  

http://homepage.mac.com/
yosquirt/

FireLion by Chuck Sperry

Power to the Peaceful 
by Chuck Sperry

kiss the sky erika by Chuck Sperry

Jesse JosHuA WATson
Jesse Joshua Watson is an artist and 

illustrator specializing in portraying 
people and culture. Jesse lives with his 
wife, Mariah, and their boys in Port 
Townsend, WA. In addition to his art, 
Jesse is infatuated with growing bamboo, 

H.i.m. by Jesse Joshua Watson
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Rasta ViZions
plays soccer religiously and surfs the chilly Northwest 
waters as often as he can. The artwork shown here is from 
the book I AND I Bob Marley, by Tony Medina, available 
online at www.jessewatson.com.   

The Wailers by Jesse Joshua Watson

Anthony Postman is currently in his second year as RFG Editor. “THE most 
amazing part of this job is working with the array of talented people that 
we bring in as contributors.” Anthony sees 35+ guitar students weekly, 
and has recently left two regionally successful bands to further develop 
his own musical career and record label, Postmon Productions. Anthony 
is also overseeing administrative and creative duties on Reggae Festival 
Guide’s REGGAE GUIDE iPhone application.

inna de Dance by Jesse Joshua Watson


